Some ultrastructural observations on the nature of foliar abscission in Impatiens sultani.
Both scanning and transmission electron microscopes have been used to study the anatomy of the abscission zone of Impatiens sultani Hook. Evidence is presented to show that the fracture line follows the middle lamella in all the living cells of the abscission zone including those in the vascular traces. The separation of these cells is preceded by a breakdown of the middle lamellar region of the wall. The characteristics of this process vary in different cell types. Accompanying this breakdown is an enlargement of inner cortex cells mainly in a direction parallel to the axis of the petiole. It is suggested that this expansion of cells is necessary to produce the tensions which rupture the cuticle and xylem vessels prior to separation. The occurrence of transfer cells and tyloses in the abscission zone is also described and the physiological implications of their presence discussed.